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Pucked Helena Hunting
Three sexy, hilarious full-length Shacking Up novels by
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Helena Hunting together in one convenient package for
the first time! Shacking Up Ruby Scott is months behind
on rent and can’t seem to land a steady job. She has
one chance to turn things around with a big audition. But
instead of getting her big break, she gets sick as a dog
and completely bombs it in the most humiliating fashion.
All thanks to a mysterious, gorgeous guy who
kissed—and then coughed on—her at a party the night
before. Luckily, her best friend might have found the
perfect opportunity; a job staying at the lavish penthouse
apartment of hotel magnate Bancroft Mills while he’s out
of town, taking care of his exotic pets. But when the
newly-evicted Ruby arrives to meet her new employer, it
turns out Bane is the same guy who got her sick.
Hooking Up Amalie Whitfield is the picture of a blushing
bride during her wedding reception–her husband can be
heard, by Amalie and their guests, getting off with
someone else. She has every reason to freak out, and in
a moment of insanity, she throws herself at the first hotblooded male she sees. But he’s not interested in
becoming her revenge screw. Amalie decides to go on
her honeymoon alone, only to find the man who rejected
her also heading to the same tiny island for work. But
this time he isn’t holding back. They might agree that
what happens on the island should stay on the island,
but neither one can deny that their attraction is more
than just physical. Making Up Cosy Felton is great at her
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job—so when the hottest guy she’s ever seen walks into
the shop looking completely overwhelmed, she’s more
than happy to turn on the charm and help him purchase
all of the items on his list. Griffin Mills is using his
business trip in Las Vegas as a chance to escape the
broken pieces of his life in New York City but pleasantly
surprised when he finds himself attracted to the sales girl
that helped him. As skeptical as Cosy may be of Griffin’s
motivations, there’s something about him that intrigues
her. But sometimes what happens in Vegas doesn’t
always stay in Vegas and when real life gets in the way,
all bets are off.
After marrying his daughter off, a hockey professional is
ready to have fun and begins his newfound freedom with
his daughter's sister-in-law, but neither of them expect to
get pregnant while in their mid-forties.
Attachment to the land, hard work, and community, sets
the folks of Morgantown apart from the everyday, and
always brings them back to the ranch—where they might
even find love . . . After his father decides to leave the
ranch to his older brother, usually calm, steadfast Ben
Miller struggles to deal with his resentment. When he’s
invited to develop a trail riding experience on the
Morgans’ dude ranch, Ben jumps at the chance. Soon
he’s assigned a mysterious client, an actress whose
family secretly wants her removed from influences in LA.
Ben’s determined to teach her to fend for herself. But he
quickly discovers she’s more than a pampered pretty
face . . . Silver Meadow believes she’s preparing for a
serious dramatic role—one that will free her from her
controlling parents. She’s certainly not going to be
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controlled by Ben, especially when he takes her out in
the middle of nowhere to learn how to survive. Yet
gradually, far from her cell phone, Silver begins to open
up to him about her life—and finds they have more in
common than they thought. Soon a romance
blossoms—but can a jet-setting movie star and a
homebody cowboy find the best of both worlds? . . .
Praise for The Rancher “Pearce’s fans and
contemporary romance readers will want to pick this one
up and read it to the end.” —Publishers Weekly “Fans of
Pearce’s Morgan Ranch series and all who enjoy
contemporary western romances will relish the love
story.” —Booklist (Starred Review)
From New York Times bestselling author Helena Hunting
comes I Flipping Love You, a love story about flipping
houses, taking risks, and landing that special someone
who’s move-in ready. Rian Sutter doesn’t usually get hit
on in the grocery store, but when she notices a sexy man
in a suit checking her out, she thinks maybe it’s her
lucky day. Either that or the suit has a thing for sweaty,
yoga-pant wearing women with excellent price matching
skills. Turns out it’s neither. Pierce Whitfield can’t
believe his luck when he’s able to track down the
woman who scratched up the paint job on his car at the
scene of the crime. But when he confronts the hit and
run hottie, he discovers there’s not just one, but two of
them, and he’s been throwing accusations at the wrong
twin. As repair costs are negotiated, and the chemistry
between them flares, Rian and Pierce find out they have
more than mutual attraction in common. They’re both
vying for the same pieces of prime real estate in The
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Hamptons and neither one plans to give up without a
fight. Can these passionate rivals turn up the heat on
their budding romance—without burning down the house?
Being engaged to Alex Waters, team captain and the
highest paid NHL player in the league, is awesome. How
could it not be? In addition to being an amazing hockey
player, he's an incurable romantic with an XL heart, and
an XXL hockey stick in his pants. And he knows how to
use it. Incredibly, orgasmically well. Alex is the whole
package and more. Literally. Like his package is insane.
Total world record holder material. So it makes complete
sense that Violet Hall can't wait to nail him down to the
matrimonial mattress and become Mrs. Violet Waters.
It's so romantic. Violet is totally stoked to set a date.
Eventually. At some point. Likely before the next
millennium. Or when Violet stops getting hives every
time someone brings up the wedding, and their mothers
stop colluding on stadium sized venues. Whichever
comes first. ***Forever PUCKED is a followup to
PUCKED (The Pucked Series Book 1), while it is not
necessary to have read Pucked Up (Book 2) or Pucked
Over (Book 3) it is highly recommended to that you read
Pucked first.***
Drew Fisher is the type of guy every girl wants. Noble
police officer by day, charming prince by night. He has
no idea the effect he has on women, especially me—his
little sister’s best friend. I’m the blonde Southern belle
who lives up to the cliché, except I have my own quirks.
I’m smart as a whip, can change my own oil, and recite
The Pledge of Allegiance backward, but he doesn’t see
that girl. It’d be easier to forget him if he wasn’t my
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roommate and if the first thing I saw in the morning
wasn't his shirtless body covered in tattoos. I’ve crushed
on him since the day we met, but he’s made it perfectly
clear where we stand—just friends. I know I need to move
on and accept that his feelings will never be mutual, but
every day he smiles at me, I’m left dreaming of what if.
He has girl issues, and I’ve got a crush I can’t deny.
We’re friends, but I want more. One drunken hookup
leaves us with much more than a platonic friendship.
Pretending it never happened proves to be more difficult
than anticipated. A crazy ex-girlfriend, a dangerous war
of stolen glances, and passionate kisses leads to the
most reckless battle yet. I won’t be a pawn in his game,
but I’ll play by his rules if it will show him I’m the one
worth breaking them for. Checkmate, Prince Charming.
This is book 1 in the Drew & Courtney duet and must be
read first. Suggested for mature readers only.
***The 2nd standalone novel in The Pucked Series***
Miller "Buck" Butterson has been banging his way
through life ever since a puck to the face fixed his
messed up front teeth. After five years in the NHL,
deflecting goals on the ice and scoring them with puck
bunnies, Miller has decided he's ready for a girlfriend. A
real, non-bunny girlfriend to take on dates, and not jump
into bed with after five seconds of conversation. Miller
thinks he's found that woman in his teammate's sister.
Except, unlike team captain and all-around nice guy Alex
Waters--who happens to date his stepsister, Miller's
media reputation as a manwhore is well earned. Beyond
that minor detail, Miller doesn't know the first thing about
relationships or the time and effort they require. Miller
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learns--eventually--that if he wants to make Sunshine
"Sunny" Waters fall for him, he's going to have to do a
whole lot more than show her his stick skills in the
bedroom.
Treat yourself to an "outrageously sexy" (Entertainment
Weekly), "fabulously fun" (Jill Shalvis) second-chance
romance from the New York Times bestselling queen of
hockey romance! Lilah isn't sure what hurt worse: the
day Ethan left her to focus on his hockey career or the
day he came back eight years later. He might think they
can pick up just where they left off, but she's no longer
that same girl and never wants to be again. Ethan wants
his glory days back. And that includes having Lilah by his
side. With her, he was magic. They were magic. All he
has to do is make her see that. Just when Lilah might
finally be ready to let Ethan in, though, she finds out their
reunion might have nothing to do with love and
everything to do with improving his game. But Ethan's
already lost her once, and even if it costs him his career,
he'll do anything to keep from losing her again. "I couldn't
stop turning the pages of this sexy, second-chance
romance." -Amy E. Reichert, author of The Coincidence
of Coconut Cake "Hunting sparkles in this well-plotted
contemporary." -Publishers Weekly Included in
POPSUGAR's "Hold On to the Hot Days of Summer With
These 12 Sexy New Books!" iBooks' "Best of the Month"
August 2018 Pick! Barnes & Noble Top Pick! Amazon's
choice for "Best Romance of August!" "If you love romcoms, don't miss this second-chance romance novel."
-Hello Giggles What readers are saying about The Good
Luck Charm... "Sexy rom-com at its finest!" "Helena
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Hunting is the queen of romantic comedy." "Easily my
favorite book Ms. Hunting has written." "My fave read
from Helena Hunting yet." "Just as good as the Pucked
series." "This was awesome!" "Refreshing, light, swoony,
and sexy."
From Pucked and Forever Pucked: An Area 51 breach on the
kitchen table that was cut from the final draft, a holiday
outtake including a special costume just for Super MC, plus a
deleted scene and a sneak peek at Forever Pucked. From
Pucked Up: Discover just how bad Miller's luck really is in
these deleted chapters, and fall even more in love with the
snuggly, reformed manwhore yeti. From Pucked Over: Revisit
the sexiest, horniest couple with a series of outtakes and
alternative POV's all from Randy Ballistic.
Amalie Whitfield is the picture of a blushing bride during her
wedding reception–but for all the wrong reasons. Instead of
proclaiming his undying love, her husband can be heard, by
Amalie and their guests, getting off with someone else. She
has every reason to freak out, and in a moment of insanity,
she throws herself at the first hot-blooded male she sees. But
he’s not interested in becoming her revenge screw. Mortified
and desperate to escape the post-wedding drama, Amalie
decides to go on her honeymoon alone, only to find the man
who rejected her also heading to the same tiny island for
work. But this time he isn’t holding back. She should know
better than to sleep with someone she knows, but she can’t
seem to resist him. They might agree that what happens on
the island should stay on the island, but neither one can deny
that their attraction is more than just physical. Filled with
hilariously scandalous situations and enough sexual
chemistry to power an airplane from New York City to the
South Pacific, Hooking Up is the next standalone, laugh-outloud romantic comedy from Helena Hunting, the New York
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Times bestselling author of the Pucked series and Shacking
Up.
An emotional, angst-ridden story about two childhood friends
who learned to rely on one another to cope with their anxiety,
only when it got to be too much, their families tore them apart.
Now as college students, they must navigate adulthood and
try to avoid falling into old behaviors, only problem is they've
fallen in love.
The New York Times bestselling author of Pucked and The
Good Luck Charm delivers a Hollywood happily-ever-after
where a famous heartthrob falls for his ultimate fangirl. "As
charming as its title, but it's also so much more... Fans of
Jasmine Guillory's The Wedding Date and Helen Hoang's
The Kiss Quotient will love Meet Cute." --The Washington
Independent Review of Books Kailyn Flowers was always
calm, rational, and controlled--until she ended up sprawled all
over Daxton Hughes, the former actor she totally crushed on
as a teenager. Then she did the unthinkable: She became a
mortifying fangirl in five seconds flat, which may or may not
have included professing her undying love. And oddly, he
didn't run away. In fact, their meet cute led to a friendship she
never saw coming. Of course, she never saw his betrayal
coming, either... Now Dax needs her help. As guardian to his
thirteen-year-old sister, he's in way over his head. And though
Kailyn hasn't forgiven Dax, she isn't heartless enough to
make him fend for himself, either. Soon their friendly
meetings turn into flirty dinner dates, and Kailyn can feel their
chemistry is as explosive as ever. But how can she possibly
let down her guard again to a guy who has heartbreak written
all over him? Goodreads Hottest Romances of 2019Featured
in Entertainment WeeklyO, The Oprah Magazine Best
Romance Novels of 2019 Featured on PopSugarWomen's
Health Best Romance Novels of 2019SheReads Most
Anticipated Reads of 2019Heroes & Heartbreakers
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Anticipated Books of 2019Chatelaine's Hottest Romances of
2019
An extensive compilation of outtakes, deleted scenes and a
crossover novella from The Pucked Series, which now
includes: ENDORSE THIS: An Area 51 invasion outtake in
which Alex once again tries to persuade Violet that he should
go where no man has gone before. And likely never will. Also
includes Alex & Violet inspired outtakes such as Weiner
Warmers: a Holiday Outtake, Let's Make An Alex Jr, Pretty
Eyes (a Pucked-Good Luck Charm crossover), MILF in
Training, and Kick Stand Kid. From PUCKED OFF A
Valentine's Day love note, a series of deleted, never before
seen scenes from the cutting room floor of Pucked Off and a
special birthday outtake. From PUCKED LOVE The original
Prologue that didn't make the cut in Pucked Love and a
Valentine's Day letter from Darren to Charlene guaranteed
make you swoon. Area 51: Deleted Scenes and Outtakes
Originally published in 2016, this compilation of outtakes and
deleted scenes features Alex and Violet ridiculousness, lost
chapters from Pucked Up, and alternative POVs from our
sexiest, horniest hottie: Randy Ballistic. Get Inked: A Pucked
Series and Clipped Wings Crossover Novella Worlds collide
when the PUCKED crew decide it's time to commemorate
their love of hockey with a team tattoo and pay a visit to Inked
Armor, the renowned Chicago tattoo studio where master
artists Hayden Stryker and Chris Zelter ply their trade. Ink
cherries will be popped, cupcakes will be consumed, and the
hazards and enhancements of boob bling will be pondered.
NOTE: * Pucks & Penalties contains over 90 000 words in
outtakes and deleted scenes, as well as the full Get Inked
novella. Pucks & Penalties was previously only available at
signings.
***The 1st standalone novel in The Pucked Series*** With a
famous NHL player for a stepbrother, Violet Hall is well
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acquainted with the playboy reputation of many a hockey
star. So of course she isn't interested in legendary team
captain Alex Waters or his pretty, beat-up face and rock-hard
six-pack abs. When Alex inadvertently obliterates Violet's
misapprehension regarding the inferior intellect of hockey
players, he becomes much more than just a hot body with the
face to match. Suffering from a complete lapse in judgment,
Violet discovers just how good Alex is with the hockey stick in
his pants. Violet believes her night of orgasmic magic with
Alex is just that: one night. But Alex starts to call. And text.
And email and send extravagant--and quirky--gifts. Suddenly,
he's too difficult to ignore, and nearly impossible not to like.
The problem is, the media portrays Alex as a total player, and
Violet doesn't want to be part of the game.
Jeff Bezos started Amazon in 1994 as an online bookstore
based out of his garage. Since then, the ever-expanding
enterprise has revolutionized shopping and, in many
important ways, invented e-commerce as we know it. Today,
Amazon is the third-most valuable company in the world, and
Bezos's vast customer-oriented empire has mushroomed to
include everything from cloud computing and fresh food
delivery to movie production and consumer electronics. In
recent years, Bezos also has invested in rocket technology,
newspaper publishing, and artificial intelligence. Every arm of
Bezos's business, however, is guided by a fundamental goal:
to give customers what they want before they even think to
ask for it. First Mover: Jeff Bezos In His Own Words offers a
unique look into the mind of one of the world's most
successful entrepreneurs by collecting more than 500 of
Bezos's quotes on business, technology, customer service, ecommerce, innovation, entrepreneurship, and more.
Meticulously curated from interviews, speeches, shareholder
letters, press releases, and other sources, First Mover
creates a comprehensive picture of Jeff Bezos, his
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obsessions, and what makes his ventures thrive. After more
than 20 years at the helm of Amazon and its subsidiaries,
Bezos continues to operate on what he calls "Day One time"
in order to maintain the early experimental spirit of his
business. Since the beginning, when he first saw the potential
of the internet as a powerful tool for commerce, he has
looked for trends and technologies that can alter not just
business but daily life. First Mover reveals in detail a man
who wants to push the future forward—and will inspire readers
to do the same.
In this follow-up to Clipped Wings, the emotional love story
continues between Hayden and Tenley; two young people
who desperately want to love and be loved but are afraid to
completely let go of their pasts. In the wake of losing Tenley
Page, tattooist Hayden Stryker's tumultuous past is haunting
him. Plagued by nightmares about the murder of his parents,
Hayden reaches out again to Tenley. Having run from the
man she doesn't believe she deserves, Tenley finally lays her
guilt to rest. Despite their intense physical attraction, Hayden
and Tenley struggle to repair their fragile emotional
connection. As Hayden gets closer to the truth, he must find a
way to reconcile his guilt over his parents' death in order to
keep the woman who finally cracked his armor, and found her
way into his heart.
Ruby Scott is months behind on rent and can’t seem to land
a steady job. She has one chance to turn things around with
a big audition. But instead of getting her big break, she gets
sick as a dog and completely bombs it in the most humiliating
fashion. All thanks to a mysterious, gorgeous guy who
kissed—and then coughed on—her at a party the night before.
Luckily, her best friend might have found the perfect
opportunity; a job staying at the lavish penthouse apartment
of hotel magnate Bancroft Mills while he’s out of town, taking
care of his exotic pets. But when the newly-evicted Ruby
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arrives to meet her new employer, it turns out Bane is the
same guy who got her sick. Seeing his role in Ruby’s
dilemma, Bane offers her a permanent job as his live-in pet
sitter until she can get back on her feet. Filled with hilariously
awkward encounters and enough sexual tension to heat a
New York City block, Shacking Up, from New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author Helena Hunting, is sure to
keep you laughing and swooning all night long.
From New York Times bestselling author Helena Hunting
comes a new romance about trading secrets, breaking the
rules, and playing for keeps. My name is Ryan Kingston, and
I'm a rule follower. I've never been in a fistfight. I always obey
the speed limit. I don't get drunk, and I definitely don't pick up
random women at bars. Except the night I found out that my
whole existence has been a lie. I got drunk. And picked up a
stranger. Her name was Queenie, and she was everything I'm
not: reckless, impulsive, and chaotic. We did shots and traded
secrets. And ended up naked at my place. She left me a
thank-you note in the morning and her panties as a parting
gift. But no way to contact her. Six weeks later I'm sitting in
the first official team meeting of the season, and there she is.
I neglected to mention that I'm the goalie for Seattle's NHL
team. And Queenie? Turns out she's the general manager's
daughter.
Being engaged to Alex Waters, team captain and the highest
paid NHL player in the league, is awesome. How could it not
be? In addition to being an amazing hockey player, he’s an
incurable romantic with an XL heart, and an XXL hockey stick
in his pants. And he knows how to use it. Incredibly,
orgasmically well. Alex is the whole package and more.
Literally. Like his package is insane. Total world record holder
material. So it makes complete sense that Violet Hall can’t
wait to nail him down to the matrimonial mattress and become
Mrs. Violet Waters. It’s so romantic. Violet is totally stoked to
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set a date. Eventually. At some point. Likely before the next
millennium. Or when Violet stops getting hives every time
someone brings up the wedding, and their mothers stop
colluding on stadium sized venues. Whichever comes first.
A selection of outtakes and deleted scenes from The Pucked
SeriesFrom Pucked:An AREA 51 breach on the kitchen table
that was cut from the final draft and a holiday outtake where
Super MC gets dressed up yet again! From Pucked
Up:Discover just how bad poor Miller's luck really is in these
deleted chapters and fall even more in love with the snuggly
reformed manwhore yeti.From Pucked Over:Revisit the
sexiest, horniest, most prolifically active Pucked Series
couple with an outtake and an alternate POV scene from
Randy.
As an NHL player, relationships haven't been my thing.
Shrouded in secrecy and speculation, they never last very
long. But then that's what happens when you require an NDA
before the first date. Until Charlene. She's like a firefly. She's
elusive, and if you catch her she'll burn bright, but keeping
her trapped dulls her fire and dims her beauty. I caught her.
And as much as I might want to keep her, I'll never put the lid
on her jar. Not at the risk of losing her. So I've let her set the
rules in our relationship. But as long hidden secrets expose
us both, I discover exactly how fragile Charlene is, and how
much I need her. We're all broken. We're all messed up.
Some more than others. Me more than most.
Chris, a sexy tattoo artist, tries to win the heart of Sarah, a
grad student with little interest in him, in this second e-short
and follow-up to Helena Hunting’s gripping love story,
Clipped Wings—“twisted, dark, incredibly erotic…a love story
like no other” (USA TODAY bestselling author Alice Clayton).
Part owner of the Chicago tattoo shop Inked Armor, Chris
Zelter is a talented artist who decorates skin with gorgeous
designs. He might look the part of the typical jacked-up, inkedPage 13/23
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up bad-boy, but underneath is a fiercely loyal, complicated
man. Kicked out at sixteen, Chris has had to fend for himself
for the last twelve years, making his Inked Armor crew as
much family as they are business partners. For him, it’s
enough—until he meets Sarah Adamson. A grad student
waitressing at the local strip club, Sarah is used to
propositions and crude comments. The job is a means to an
end—finish her MBA, pay off the tuition loans, and get a good
job. Then she won’t have to rely on anyone to take care of
her. So when brawny, tatted up Chris begins hanging out at
the club, she rebuffs his advances. At first. But Chris isn’t like
her usual clientele: despite his hard exterior, he’s
almost…sweet. Sometimes, the people with the roughest
edges have the biggest hearts.
***A standalone novel in The Pucked Series*** Lily LeBlanc
isn't versed in the art of casual sex, but after seven years in
an on-again, off-again relationship, she's definitely willing to
give it a shot. And who better to try it with than her best
friend's boyfriend's best friend? What could possibly go
wrong? NHL player, Randy Ballistic, lives up to his last name
on the ice and in the bedroom. His best friend and teammate
has recently given up the puck bunnies and traded them in for
a real girlfriend. And she just happens to have a seriously
feisty, extra-hot best friend on the rebound. Randy's more
than happy to be Lily's spring board back into the dating
scene. But casual sex is only casual until those pesky things
called emotions get involved. Once that happens, someone's
bound to get pucked over.
An emotional love story that follows the touch-and-go
relationship of Hayden and Tenley; two young people who
desperately want to love and be loved but are afraid to
completely let go of their pasts. Their body art is hot. Their
chemistry is even hotter. From her dark hair sweeping below
her waist to her soft, sexy curves, Tenley Page intrigues
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tattoo artist Hayden Stryker in a way no one else ever
has…especially when she asks him to ink a gorgeous, intricate
design on her back. Yet for all her beauty, there is something
darkly tragic and damaged about Tenley that Hayden is
everything. Covered in ink and steel, Hayden is everything
Tenley has never dared to want, awakening a desire to
explore more than the art adorning his stunning body.
Trapped by a past that leaves her screaming from
nightmares, Tenley sees Hayden as the perfect escape.
Although he has secrets too, if they both keep themselves
guarded perhaps their intense physical connection will remain
only that. But nothing, not even passion, can keep them safe
from their pasts…

Just kiss him. Just love him back. Take the chance. Take
the Chance is a collection of four romances, you'll be
glad you devoured. Over 800 pages and 4 standalone
novels that readers can't stop talking about. The four
best-selling novels included are: The Gravity of Us by
Brittainy Cherry After We Fall by Melanie HarlowForever
Right Now by Emma ScottPucked Love by Helena
Hunting Top Shelf Romance represents the best of the
best in romance. There are no cliffhangers. These are
simply must-read novels for readers looking for the best
in happily ever afters.
As two neighborhood shop owners battle for business,
they prove opposites attract in this "deliciously sweet and
savory new romantic comedy" (USA Today bestselling
author Abby Jimenez). Blaire Calloway has planned
every Instagram-worthy moment of her cupcake and
cocktails shop launch down to the tiniest detail. What she
didn't plan on? Ronan Knight and his old-school sports
bar next door opening on the very same day. He may be
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super swoony, but Blaire hasn't spent years obsessing
over buttercream and bourbon to have him ruin her
chance at success. From axe throwing (his place) to
frosting contests (hers), Blaire and Ronan are constantly
trying to one-up each other in a battle to win new
customers. But with every clash, there's also an
undeniable chemistry. When an even bigger threat to
their business comes to town, they're forced to call a
temporary time-out on their own war and work together.
And the more time Blaire spends getting to know the real
Ronan, the more she wonders if it's possible to have her
cupcake and eat it too. "Kiss My Cupcake is a laugh-outloud romance full of charm, wit and magic. Ronan and
Blaire will have you fall in love with their story from their
very first encounter. A thoroughly delicious read." --LJ
Shen, USA Today bestselling author
New York Times bestselling author of SHACKING UP
and I FLIPPING LOVE YOU Helena Hunting mixes
humor and heart in this scandal-filled romantic comedy.
HE WANTS TO LOSE CONTROL. Between his parents’
messed up marriage and his narcissistic younger
brother, Lincoln Moorehead has spent the majority of his
life avoiding his family. After the death of his father,
Lincoln finds himself in the middle of the drama. To top it
all off, he’s been named CEO of Moorehead Media,
much to his brother’s chagrin. But Lincoln’s bad attitude
softens when he meets the no-nonsense, gorgeous
woman who has been given the task of transforming him
from the gruff, wilderness guy to a suave businessman
SHE’S TRYING TO HOLD IT TOGETHER. Wren
Sterling has been working double time to keep the
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indiscretions at Moorehead Media at bay, so when she’s
presented with a new contract, with new responsibilities
and additional incentives, she agrees. Working with the
reclusive oldest son of a ridiculously entitled family is
worth the hassle if it means she’s that much closer to
pursuing her own dreams. What Wren doesn’t expect is
to find herself attracted to him, or for it to be mutual. And
she certainly doesn’t expect to fall for Lincoln. But when
a shocking new Moorehead scandal comes to light,
she’s forced to choose between her own family and the
broody, cynical CEO.
PuckedInk & Cupcakes, Incorporated
From the New York Times-bestselling author of the
Pucked series comes a romantic comedy about instant
attraction, second chances, and not-so-little white lies.
Charming, hilarious, and emotional...Starry-Eyed Love is
Helena Hunting at her very best!
Fans of the PUCKED and CLIPPED WINGS series will
love this small novella set in both worlds.
Treat yourself to an "outrageously sexy" (Entertainment
Weekly), "fabulously fun" (Jill Shalvis) second-chance
romance from the New York Times bestselling queen of
hockey romance! Lilah isn't sure what hurt worse: the
day Ethan left her to focus on his hockey career or the
day he came back eight years later. He might think they
can pick up just where they left off, but she's no longer
that same girl and never wants to be again. Ethan wants
his glory days back. And that includes having Lilah by his
side. With her, he was magic. They were magic. All he
has to do is make her see that. Just when Lilah might
finally be ready to let Ethan in, though, she finds out their
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reunion might have nothing to do with love and
everything to do with improving his game. But Ethan's
already lost her once, and even if it costs him his career,
he'll do anything to keep from losing her again. "I couldn't
stop turning the pages of this sexy, second-chance
romance." -- Amy E. Reichert, author of The Coincidence
of Coconut Cake "Hunting sparkles in this well-plotted
contemporary." -- Publishers Weekly "If you love romcoms, don't miss this second-chance romance novel." -Hello Giggles What readers are saying about The Good
Luck Charm... "Sexy rom-com at its finest!" "Helena
Hunting is the queen of romantic comedy." "Easily my
favorite book Ms. Hunting has written." "My fave read
from Helena Hunting yet." "Just as good as the Pucked
series." "This was awesome!" "Refreshing, light, swoony,
and sexy."
***A STANDALONE novel*** Sometimes the things we
shouldn’t want become exactly what we need . . .
Waitressing at a seedy strip club isn’t ideal, but it pays
Sarah Adamson’s tuition. Her goal is to finish her
master’s program and get a job that doesn’t involve
tight skirts and groping hands. She doesn’t need
distractions. Especially not the one that comes in the
form of a hot-as-sin tattoo artist who works across the
street from her apartment. Kicked out at sixteen, and a
high school dropout, Chris Zelter is familiar with wanting
things he can’t have. His fractured life has never been
easy. As the product of someone else’s bad decisions,
he knows exactly what happens when the wrong person
controls your marionette strings. Now an accomplished
tattoo artist in a renowned studio in Chicago, Chris has it
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together. Mostly. Apart from his infatuation with Sarah.
She’s way out of his league, and Chris knows it. But
he’s willing to be her bad decision. At least for now.
A new standalone, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy by
New York Times bestselling author Helena Hunting.
Cosy Felton is great at her job—she knows just how to
handle the awkwardness that comes with working at an
adult toy store. So when the hottest guy she’s ever seen
walks into the shop looking completely overwhelmed,
she’s more than happy to turn on the charm and help
him purchase all of the items on his list. Griffin Mills is
using his business trip in Las Vegas as a chance to
escape the broken pieces of his life in New York City.
The last thing he wants is to be put in charge of buying
gag gifts for his friend’s bachelor party. Despite being
totally out of his element, and mortified by the whole
experience, Griffin is pleasantly surprised when he finds
himself attracted to the sales girl that helped him. As
skeptical as Cosy may be of Griffin’s motivations,
there’s something about him that intrigues her. But
sometimes what happens in Vegas doesn’t always stay
in Vegas and when real life gets in the way, all bets are
off. Filled with hilariously awkward situations and enough
sexual chemistry to power Sin City, Making Up is the
next standalone in the Shacking Up world.
New York Times bestseller! Get ready for another bingeworthy romance from international bestselling author Elle
Kennedy! He’s a player in more ways than one… College
junior John Logan can get any girl he wants. For this
hockey star, life is a parade of parties and hook-ups, but
behind his killer grins and easygoing charm, he hides
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growing despair about the dead-end road he’ll be forced
to walk after graduation. A sexy encounter with freshman
Grace Ivers is just the distraction he needs, but when a
thoughtless mistake pushes her away, Logan plans to
spend his final year proving to her that he’s worth a
second chance. Now he’s going to need to up his
game… After a less than stellar freshman year, Grace is
back at Briar University, older, wiser, and so over the
arrogant hockey player she nearly handed her V-card to.
She’s not a charity case, and she’s not the quiet
butterfly she was when they first hooked up. If Logan
expects her to roll over and beg like all his other puck
bunnies, he can think again. He wants her back? He’ll
have to work for it. This time around, she’ll be the one in
the driver’s seat…and she plans on driving him wild. The
Briar U Series of Standalone Novels The Chase (Briar U
Book 1) The Risk (Briar U Book 2) The Play (Briar U
Book 3) The Off-Campus Series of Standalone Novels
The Deal (Off-Campus Book 1) The Mistake (OffCampus Book 2) The Score (Off-Campus Book 3) The
Goal (Off-Campus Book 4)
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Helena Hunting comes an evocative small-town
romance about family loyalty, finding oneself, and falling
in love. When Dillion Stitch left her hometown, she had
no intention of going back. But when her brother gets
into trouble, Dillion reluctantly agrees to return home to
take her place at the family business. Being back in
Pearl Lake after all these years feels familiar but also
brings a few surprises. She's quick to notice that
someone new has shown up at the cottage next door.
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Dillion gets more than an eyeful when she goes to check
out the newcomer and meets Donovan "Van"
Firestone--her beloved neighbor's grandson--in all his
unclothed glory. Having gotten off to a rocky start, it's not
long before they begin bickering with each other all over
town. All that back-and-forth inevitably sparks an
undeniable attraction. But Dillion's family has issues,
Van's family resents him, and neither Dillion nor Van
feels truly at ease in the small town. For these Pearl
Lake exiles, home isn't just where the heart is--it's where
things get complicated.
Randy Ballistic and Lily LeBlanc are head-over-heels,
bed-breakingly, screaming orgasmically in love. But even
they have their challenges, mostly outside of the
bedroom. With the off-season coming to a close and the
boys gearing up for training camp, one more weekend of
fun is the perfect way to welcome the new season. The
entire crew piles into vehicles and drives to Alex and
Violet’s Chicago cottage for a few days of
relaxation—and hopefully a chance for Randy to shake
the anxiety that’s been plaguing him. Accidental
wardrobe malfunctions, typical Violet inspired
overshares, and a whole lot of private time round out the
perfect weekend getaway. But the moment they return to
the city all of Randy’s angst resurfaces with the arrival of
a surprise houseguest.
*A Standalone novel* I'm NHL defenseman Lance
Romero, AKA Lance "Romance." I'm notorious for
parties and excess. I have the most penalty minutes in
the league. I get into the most fights. I take the most hits.
I'm a player on and off the ice. I'm the one women with
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no inhibitions want. Not because I like the notoriety, but
because I don't know how to be any other way. I have
secrets. Ones I shared with the wrong person, and she
used them against me. Sometimes she still does. I
should cut ties. But she makes it difficult, because she's
the kind of bad I deserve. At least that's what I believed
until someone from my past gets caught up in my
present. She's all the good things in this world. She lights
up my dark. I shouldn't want her. But I do. I should leave
her alone. But I won't.
Charming, hilarious, and emotional...When Sparks Fly is
Helena Hunting at her very best! Avery Spark is living
her best life. Between her friends, her sisters, and Spark
House, the event hotel her family owns, she doesn’t
have much time for anything else, especially
relationships. She’d rather hang out with her best friend
and roommate, Declan McCormick, than deal with the
dating scene. But everything changes when she is in a
car accident and needs someone to care for her as she
heals. Declan avoids relationships, giving him a playboy
reputation that he lives up to when he puts a one-night
stand ahead of a promise he made to Avery. While he
may not have been the one driving the car, he feels
responsible for Avery’s injuries and is determined to
make it up to her by stepping into the role of caretaker.
Little did they know that the more time they spend in
compromising positions, the attraction they’ve been
refusing to acknowledge becomes impossible to ignore.
When they finally give in to the spark between them,
neither is prepared for the consequences. Their love is
fragile and all it will take is a blow from the past to shatter
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it all.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Pucked
and A Lie for a Lie, a new stand-alone romance about
trading favors, battling wills, and winning love. When I
joined Seattle's NHL expansion team, I thought it was
the start of something great. But nothing ever goes the
way you expect. Take my introduction to my new
neighbor. She came rolling in on the hot mess express at
midnight, making a racket while she tried to get into my
team captain's apartment. Did I mention that he's
married to a woman who definitely was not her? Imagine
my surprise when I end up with an injury that has me out
of the game for weeks, and she's the one to offer to help
me. I should probably add that she's not the captain's
mistress. She's his sexy, pastel-haired younger sister.
So we come up with an arrangement: she rehabs me so
that I can get back on the ice sooner, and she can add a
professional athlete that isn't her brother to her client list.
Seems simple enough. As long as I can keep my hands
to myself and my hormones in check.
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